(1) Contour tones are avoided. CORR-q::q, IDENT-XX [tone] This study argues that variation across part of speech in Mende can be captured in MaxEnt HG in terms of the degree to which the basic tonotactic principles in (1)-(5) (the 'Base Grammar') are followed in each lexical class (inspired by e.g., Anttila 2002 in classic OT). The data come from a corpus lexicon developed from Innes' 1969 Mende dictionary. Results are reported here from the three largest lexical classes: nouns (n=2707), neutrals (i.e., verbs/adjectives) (n=792), and ideophones (n=546). Figure We provide an analysis in Maximum Entropy grammar, for which the output is a probability distribution over all possible surface tone patterns, per the number of syllables and lexical class of the word. Morphological conditioning is modeled as an additive, lexical class-sensitive weight adjustment for each constraint in the Base Grammar: e.g., w 1 ·CORR-q::q + w 2 ·(CORR-q::q NOUN) + w 3 ·(CORR-q::q NEUT). In essence, each lexical class is allowed varying slopes for every model parameter, formally executed here as interaction terms (cf. e.g., Gelman & Hill 2007), and overall tonotactics are predicted by the main base weights for the constraints.
The results of the varying-slope approach accurately capture both shared features across lexical classes and class-specific morphological conditioning on the distribution of surface tone patterns. The Base Grammar for Mende tonotactics reveals the importance of contour tone avoidance and contour tone alignment to the right edge ( Reinterpreting cophonology subgrammars as indexed weight adjustments of the basic grammar captures the insights of indexed constraints and cophonology approaches in the same system. Our approach shifts the burden of deciding which constraints require exceptional indexation to the grammar itself (cf. Pater 2009): this is necessary in particular for probabilistic phonotactic applications (see e.g., Coetzee & Pater 2011). While previous approaches to language-internal morphophonological variation have focused on constraining it (Kiparsky 1982; Alderete 2001; Smith 2011), we still have only a rudimentary understanding of the quantitative extent to which variation (i.e., entropy) is possible within a coherent grammar. This case study offers a way to quantitatively probe the heterogeneity, and suggests the potential value of examining probabilistic morpho-phonotactic variation, which is almost certainly not unique to Mende (see e.g., Arabic, Japanese). Morphologicallyconditioned phonotactics are potentially an important cue for part of speech, with consequent implications for language processing and acquisition. 
